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Dear Chief Judge William L. Osteen Jr.,
Somebody finally gave me your email address for me to send a text message to you. So I have a
Urgent request for you in regards to Docket # 1:13-cr-435-1.

I ask you that you rule on my two most important MOTIONS first which is Document 76 my
MOTION requesting computer forensic examination in preparation for my 2255 Habeas Corpus
Writ. The second MOTION is asking that you rule first on either my Stay of Judgment (Doc #58),
or MOTION for a delay on destruction of my property (Doc #59) so that the State Bureau of
Investigation does not destroy my property before I get a Independent computer forensic
examination to prove that I was framed with child porn by a computer hacker. At least that is the
safest way I can prove my Innocence without becoming a target of Phil Berger or even Charles
Caruso.

You should look at the discovery evidence and find that child porn was claimed to be downloaded
up to July 28, 2013 when my computer was seized on August 28, 2012. The only logical reason
child porn would download regardless of whom held custody of my computer was that a computer
virus was downloading the child pornography on my computer NOT under my knowledge and
NOT under my control.
I only accepted responsibility to the fact that files were claimed to be found on my computer,
however I did not put those files there and I can prove that I did not control the child porn on there,
that it was a computer hacker attempting to possess those files and placed them on my computer.
Viruses can also cover their tracks so the forensic expert may not find all illegal activities the
hacker had commited using my computer with security vulnerabilities. Your honor I am NOT
Guilty and you should grant me a chance to prove my Innocence by appointing a computer forensic
expert ouside of the NC SBI. Please I beg of you to grant those 2 MOTIONS first.
- USWGO Brian D. Hill
Phone # 276-632-2599
916 Chalmers St., Apt. D
Martinsville, VA 24112
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